La Statione - where model
railroads are a
pure delight!
Different layouts present
the history of the railroad
and related enterprise
from the beginning of the
20th century to modern
times. The various displays,
which cover about
1000 sqm, illustrate the
development of the railroad
and give the visitors an
impression of each epoch‘s
cultural and historical
setting, its special technical features and typical
architecture. The model

A timetravel with model-railroads

builders have attached

approx. 240 trains in action

great importance to setting
up a realistic timetable
and adapting the speed of
the individual trains. Of
course, the model trains
are representative of their
age and operate, whenever
technically possible, in their
real length. There are about
220 engines in a scale of
1: 87 (H0).

We offer more than model railroads

Pictures of the layout areas

For the children
there is a table full
of fantastic wooden
trainsets provided
by the company
BRIO where they
can play. They can
even create their
own model with the
help of the GEOLINE-track-material,
some switch plates
and a trainset
provided by ROCO.

BRIO®

Where model builders can meet
in a nice atmosphere!

www.lastatione.de
Opening hours

La Statione is a great place
to celebrate your birthday or

1:00 pm. - 5:00 pm.

any other private party. Just

January

invite your friends and we

January, 6th (Epiphany),

will arrange everything for
you. You can book us during

February or March

our regular opening hours or

Sunday after Carnival

at any other time exlusively
for you and your guests.

March or April

Are you looking for a good

Eastersaturday

destination for your next

August

staff outing, school trip or

2nd Sunday of the month

bus tour? Talk to us and
we can make you an offer

October
2nd Sunday of the month

needs and wishes.
For further information see

December

our homepage:

2nd Sunday in Advent

www.lastatione.de

Directions on how to find us:

Direction

A9

A 93
If you travel by train, get off at the station of
Kirchenlaibach, which is situated along the lines
Bayreuth - Weiden and Nürnberg - Marktredwitz/ Eger.
It‘s only a 7-minute-walk from the train station to LaStatione.

Direction

Wunsiedel

Exit Bad Berneck

B 303

Bad Berneck

A 70

Direction

If you come by car, you will find us on the
B 22 between Bayreuth and Weiden.

Berlin

Bamberg
Schweinfurt
Würzburg
Frankfurt

tailored to your individual

Tröstau

Hof
Chemnitz
Dresden

Exit
Marktredwitz
Nord

Marktredwitz

Bayreuth
Exit
Bayreuth Süd

BAB Dreieck
Bayreuth / Kulmbach

Pegnitz

B

2

B 22

Creußen

Speichersdorf
Kirchenlaibach

A9

Eschenbach

Direction

95469 Speichersdorf
Kemnather Straße 7

Kulmain

B 22

Neustadt
am Kulm

Exit Pegnitz
Grafenwöhr

Nürnberg
München

Kemnath

Grafenwöhr

www.lastatione.de

Exit
Neustadt
a.d. Waldnaab

Weiden
Pressath

A 93
Direction

Regensburg
Passau

Telephone: 0171 7721151
Fax: 09275 / 989 - 32
Email: info@lastatione.de

La Statione is a meeting place for everybody interested in
model railroads. Just drop by for a chat with the two ladies
who run our „ Café Termini“ or have coffee and cake with
your whole family. We serve home-made cakes, delicious
snacks, sparkling white wine, original Italian cappuccino or
espresso and good Bavarian beer.
In our cafeteria nobody will die of hunger or thirst. And the
best thing is: with every ticket you buy you get a 50 cent
discount on the meals and drinks in the „Café Termini“.

